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Introduction
Several scholars tried to unravel the processes behind the evolution of science, as advances in science are
seen the driving force behind technological developments that have a major impact on the economy and
society. It is for this reason that many governments focus on policy measures or policy programs to
stimulate technological innovation (OECD, 1992) as technological change is commonly considered the
main determinant of economic growth. Seminal work in the 1950s and 1960s (Smits, 2002) is considered
the main driving force between the analyses of the science-technology interaction. Jewkes et al. (1958) is
one of these early seminal systematic studies; two other studies - the ‘Hindsight project’ (Isenson, 1969)
and the ‘Batelle study’ (Globe et al., 1973) - are also well recognized for their comprehensive and
systematic analysis of the interaction between science and technology. All these studies have in common
that they analysed, sometimes large numbers of, individual cases, without the availability of large
(bibliographic) databases with relevant information that could be analysed in a systematic way using
computers. Martin (1995) concludes ‘… in using foresight to help in selecting and exploiting research that
is likely to yield longer-term economic and social benefits …’.
It is well known that not all scientific discoveries in science have the same impact on future
developments of science. Some scientific discoveries have a major impact – the ‘breakthroughs’. In as
similar way technological inventions exist that are considered ‘breakthrough inventions’ as they have a
major iimpact on the development of a particular technology. Methods to identify scientific discoveries
that are potential breakthroughs and also methods to identify breakthrough inventions are subject of
research by several scholars. Identifying potential breakthrough papers are proposed for instance by
Redner (2005), Schneider and Costas (2015), Ponomarev et al. (2014) and Winnink (2017). Some of
these methods focus on automatic computerised methods that facilitate early stage identification of such
papers. Squicciarini et al. (2013) provides a definition that can be used to identify breakthrough
inventions.
General interest exists in the factors that govern the mutual influences between science and
technology. Bettencourt et al. (2009) analysed the inception and evolution of eight scientific fields, and
show that a number of universal features govern the evolution of a scientific field. The availability of
databases with bibliographic information on patents and bibliographic information on scientific
publications enables the automatic computerized large-scale exploration of links between science and
technology. Such explorations can reveal mechanisms of the way scientific discoveries and the
development of new technologies are interrelated.

Methodology
We implemented a data infrastructure to analyse relations between science and technology. This
infrastructure is composed of three major components: (1) a licenced in-house version of Clarivate
Analytics’ Web of Science database (WoS) containing information on scientific papers published form
1980 onwards; (2) the PATSTAT database provided by the European Patent Office (EPO) containing
bibliographic information of more than 90 million patent documents; and (3) an in-house developed
database that links scientific publications cited in patents to corresponding records in the WoS.
The computerised algorithms developed and implemented to identify breakthrough publications
(Winnink, 2017) are applied to the data in the WoS to generate a dataset that consists exclusively of
potential breakthrough discoveries in science. Furthermore we applied the OECD-definition for
‘breakthrough inventions’ (Squicciarini et al., 2013) to construct a dataset of ‘breakthrough inventions’.
We use bibliographic information from the WoS as a proxy for the development of science and use patent
information from PATSTAT as a proxy for technological developments. Using these information sources
we are able to analyse not only the relation between scientific discoveries and technological developments
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in general, but are also able to analyse how breakthrough discoveries and breakthrough inventions
interact.

A preliminary result and future research
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Figure 1 Development of the Graphene field (scientific publications, patent publications)
In Figure 1 the evolution of graphene-related research is shown by the number of graphene related
publications in the WoS and the number of patent applications covered by the PATSTAT database. The
moment the breakthrough publication on ‘graphene’ (Novoselov et al., 20014), for which the Nobel Prize
Physics 2010 was awarded to Novoselov and Geim, is clearly indicated. The graph shows (blue dashed
line) the impact of the paper on subsequent scientific papers.
But what was its direct impact on the development of graphene-related technology? Novoselov et al.
(2004) was cited 174 times in patents applied for in the period 2004-2013; 31 of these citing patents are
seen as breakthrough inventions according to de definition in Squicciarini et al. (2013) . Some of the
questions we focus on in our current research are:
o What is the time lapse between the publication of a scientific paper and the moment it is cited for
the first time in a patent?
o Are ‘potential breakthrough’ papers the main sources for new technologies?
o Are all ‘breakthrough patents’ science based?
o Can we detect science-technology feedback loops?
o …
More and more detailed results will be presented at the conference.
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